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The presented project is a wireless remote measurement device of meteorological parameters. It does 
cyclical measurements of: temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure and supply voltage and shares them 
wireless with use of digital radio transceiver. Receivers that are configured for listening of incoming data on 
the same radio channel with the same address as set on transmitter's side are able to receive 
measurements. 

Block diagram of the idea of operation is depicted below.

The device is based on Renesas YRDKRL78G13 development board that contains an energy-saving 
microcontroller RL78/G13. In addition it uses two externally connected sensors and a digital radio 
transceiver. To fulfill energy-saving requirement cooperating devices were selected to have ability to work, or 
to be switched into, low power mode for decreasing overall power consumption.
The basic idea of operation is easy to understand and is based on periodic measurements of supplying 
voltage with internal ADC converter and weather conditions with use of external sensors. Gathered data, 
after computation, is transmitted wireless to listening receivers through the radio module.

The algorithm of operation is depicted below.
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It was decided to power the device with use of two NiMH accumulators (connected in series) charged with a 
solar charger. For the fact that the supply is likely a separate module connected to the rest of the instrument 
it is possible to divide whole project into two sections: main module and power supply.

Main module

For connecting external components it was only needed to prepare goldpin connectors and solder some 
cabling to connect them to RDK board.

Communication with the pressure sensor is possible with use of a SPI interface which is accessible through 
the J6 connector (SAU0, channel 2). The RFM70 radio module is also accessible through a SPI interface 
however this time the PMOD1 connector was selected (SAU0, channel 2). Communication with the SHT11 
sensor is possible with use of two pins of J6 connector. The pressure sensor and the radio module have 
additional steering signals. A complete signal description and its connection to the MCU is listed below in 
tables.
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Sensor Signal name J6 connector pin MCU pin

MPL115A1 VDD 3 VDD

/CS 15 P73

SDI (MOSI) 13 P02

SDO (MISO) 22 P03

SCK 20 P04

GND 4 VSS

/SHDN 17 P43

SHT11 VDD 3 VDD

GND 4 VSS

SCK 25 P146

DATA 26 P147

RFM70 signal name PMOD1 connector pin MCU pin

GND 11 VSS

VDD 12 VDD

CE 9 P75

CSN 8 P77

SCK 4 P04

MOSI 2 P02

MISO 3 P03

IRQ 7 P76
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Wireless meteo sensor assembled in its casing is presented on picture below.

Sensors and radio module connections to RDK board.

Power supply

Power supply was built as a solar charger which charges two NiMH accumulators connected in series. Sun 
energy is gathered by small and cheap solar panel (1,5[V], 230[mA]) and provided to the input of DC/DC 
converter. Converter circuitry is a standard application of LTC3105 chip, from Linear Technology, which is 
made especially for energy harvesting purposes. The advantage of this converter is that it's starting 
operation with input voltage as low as 225[mV]. Output voltage can be configured within range of 1,5-5,25[V]. 
LTC3105 has built-in maximum power point controller (MPPC), which maximizes the energy that can be 
extracted from power source.
Circuit diagram of the charger/power supply is shown below.

Complete solar charger is shown on photograph below.
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Software

Software that controls operation of the meteo module was completely written in C language. Its organization 
result from usage of the Applilet3 tool. Applilet3 is a window-based configuration tool that allows generation 
of the skeleton of the software with initially configured MCU peripherals. Thanks to this tool software 
development time is reduced. Applilet3 delivered with IAR compiler enables configuration of all hardware 
peripherals found in RL78/G13 microcontroller.

After initialization procedure is finished software enters main loop. Each pass represents one measurement 
round. Measurement round is composed of phases:

a) supplying voltage measurement with internal ADC,
b) temperature and humidity measurement,
c) atmospheric pressure measurement,
d) data transmission,
e) awaiting for measurement round to be finished (marked with RTC interrupt) while in low-power 

mode.

Code snippet that shows main loop is presented below:
while (1U)
{
  /* ADC battery voltage measurements */
  R_ADC_Set_OperationOn();
  ADC_measurement_finished = 0;
  R_ADC_Start();
  while(!ADC_measurement_finished) {
    HALT();
  }
  R_ADC_Get_Result_8bit(&ADC_measurement);
  R_ADC_Stop();
  R_ADC_Set_OperationOff();
  //ADC voltage measurements with respect to internal 1.45[V] reference
  //and voltage divider with ratio of 1/4
  ADC_voltage_measurement = (double)((5.8 / 0xFF) * ADC_measurement);
  encodeVoltage(&ADC_voltage_measurement, &voltage_H, &voltage_L);
  tx_buffer[15] = '0';
  tx_buffer[16] = voltage_H;
  tx_buffer[17] = voltage_L;
  /* SHT11 temperature and humidity measurements */
  SHT11_error = 0;
  SHT11_connectionReset();
  SHT11_error += SHT11_measure(&SHT11_temperature_value, TEMP);
  SHT11_error += SHT11_measure(&SHT11_humidity_value, HUMI);
  if(SHT11_error) {
    //mark error with readouts
    tx_buffer[3] = 0xFF;
    tx_buffer[4] = 0xFF;
    tx_buffer[5] = 0xFF;
    tx_buffer[7] = 0xFF;
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    tx_buffer[9] = 0xFF;
  } else {
    //determine voltage compensation for calculations
    if(ADC_voltage_measurement < 2.75) {
      SHT11_voltage_compensation = VDD_2V5;
    } else {
      if(ADC_voltage_measurement < 3.25) {
        SHT11_voltage_compensation = VDD_3V0;
      } else {
        if(ADC_voltage_measurement < 3.75){
          SHT11_voltage_compensation = VDD_3V5;
        } else {
          if(ADC_voltage_measurement < 4.5){
            SHT11_voltage_compensation = VDD_4V0;
          } else {
            SHT11_voltage_compensation = VDD_5V0;
          }
        }
      }
    }
    SHT11_calc(&SHT11_temperature_value, &SHT11_humidity_value, LO_RES, SHT11_voltage_compensation);
    temperature_sign = encodeTemperature(SHT11_temperature_value, &temperature_H, &temperature_L);
    encodeHumidity(&SHT11_humidity_value, &humidity_H, &humidity_L);
    tx_buffer[3] = temperature_sign;
    tx_buffer[4] = temperature_H;
    tx_buffer[5] = temperature_L;
    tx_buffer[7] = '0';
    tx_buffer[8] = humidity_H;
    tx_buffer[9] = humidity_L;            
  }
  /* MPL115A pressure measurement */
  MPL115A1_powerUp();
  MPL115A1_readCoeffs(MPL115A_coeffs);
  MPL115A1_readMeasurements(MPL115A_data);
  MPL115A1_powerDown();
  MPL115A1_calculatePressure(MPL115A_data, MPL115A_coeffs, &compPress);
  encodeCompPressure(&compPress, &pressure_H, &pressure_L);
  tx_buffer[11] = '0';
  tx_buffer[12] = pressure_H;
  tx_buffer[13] = pressure_L;
  /* RFM70 data transmission */
  RFM70_power_up();
  RFM70_write_payload_no_ack(tx_buffer, sizeof(tx_buffer));
  RFM70_set_CE(1);
  RFM70_interrupt = 0;
  while(1U) {
    STOP();
    //during data exchange IRQ signal is released
    if(RFM70_data_transmitted()) {
      break;
    }
  }
  RFM70_set_CE(0);
  RFM70_power_down();
  /* STOP mode for maximum MCU power reduction */
  STOP(); //waiting for RTC to wake up
}

Test receiver

Test receiver needed for investigation of the range and data transmission correctness was built with use of 
AVR Atmega8 microcontroller. Its task was to configure RFM70 radio module, switch it to receiver mode and 
wait for IRQ interrupt signal. Interrupt routine was responsible for received data readout. Decoded packet 
was later displayed on LCD display.
Receiver with decoded meteo statement is shown below.
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Wireless remote meteo sensor test receiver with decoded meteo statement.

Tests revealed transmission range of several dozen of meters in open area. For indoor communication it was 
possible to receive data through couple of concrete walls.
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